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The costs, benefits and future of the Renewable Energy Target are the issues of the moment in 
Australia’s energy price debate. Australian industry, job seekers and consumers are feeling real pain 
from high energy costs, and reducing these pressures should be a high priority. Should the RET be 
cut? 

There are no simple answers.  The RET is a complex beast, legislated to achieve bipartisan 
aspirations on renewables. Investment certainty, sunk costs, transfer costs and the costs of 
alternatives all have to be factored in. What is good for some sectors is disastrous for others. As we 
have argued after wide consultation across industry, current evidence suggest energy users would 
lose as much as they gain from deep reductions in the RET. 

But the RET is just one element of many energy debates and reviews this year.  Underneath it all are 
a few simple realities – retail prices for electricity and gas keep going up; domestic demand is 
dropping, partly because major energy users are simply closing down; the future for energy 
investment is high risk.  Because we were close to rich resources, Australia once had a competitive 
advantage in competitive energy.  We have blown it. How do we get it back? 

Whatever, your view about the RET, two other factors are responsible for most of the energy price 
pressure we face today.   

First is a massive recent rise in electricity network costs. This was driven in part by real investment 
needs, but also by flawed regulations and excessive demand forecasts.  As a result, retail electricity 
prices have soared even as weak demand has depressed wholesale prices.  

Second is the ongoing tripling in wholesale gas prices driven by Liquefied Natural Gas exports and 
the willingness of key state governments to leave gas in the ground and turn their back on 
development opportunities. LNG brings potentially great export rewards – but it also upends the old 
relationship between our rich resource endowment and cheap energy.  Households face a price 
shock; industry faces tough choices about reinvestment and viability; and the long-expected 
emissions-reducing coal-to-gas switch is going into reverse.   

Gas and networks are the big issues. We simply have to deal with them.   

Big problems demand a quiver of many arrows, not a silver bullet.  Some gas producers argue that 
more production will solve everything.  It won’t.  Some may think removing Australia’s high carbon 
tax alone is enough to take pressure off electricity prices.  It won’t.  Much more is required. 

On gas, recent research by AGL confirms there will be a tight gas market across the east coast and, 
without urgent action, risks of acute shortages in NSW that would shutter industry through the 
winter of 2016 or beyond.  These risks need to be confronted, not disregarded as scare mongering. 
More unconventional gas production is essential to avert the risk of a disastrous mismatch between 
lagging supply and surging LNG-driven demand.  But, even if every proposed well goes ahead, prices 
will still rise steeply.  Market reform is needed too, building transparency and competition so that 



consumers benefit when more gas flows.  And given recent experience, the supply impact of any 
future LNG export proposals should be thoroughly assessed before they go ahead.   

Similarly there is much to do to reduce electricity price pressures.  Toughened network regulations 
still need to be bedded down.  Smarter Victorian-style network reliability standards need wider 
adoption.  Privatisation can help get incentives right, though it is networks and not generation where 
the greatest gains can be made.   

Wholesale electricity prices are depressed for now, but major pressure looms in the long term when 
new generators are needed.  Every option is relatively expensive – even conventional coal.  None will 
be viable unless wholesale electricity prices at least double.  We can delay that adjustment through 
supply-side and demand-side measures.  The push for greater consumer choice needs fresh 
momentum, including on time-of-use pricing and the option to sell demand reductions into the 
wholesale market at peak times.   

Even with the best reforms, we face a painful adjustment to permanently higher prices for electricity 
and gas.  Being as efficient and productive as possible in the use of energy will help prevent high 
prices turning into lower competitiveness.  Maintaining pressure for efficiency is a strategic 
imperative – although supporting policies need to meet tough tests for cost-effectiveness. 

Policy makers need to keep energy users firmly in mind.  Governments and energy producers often 
speak about consumer impacts.  But the implications of policy change for energy users are not 
always straightforward.   

For instance, the RET entails a substantial build of wind farms and solar panels.  The gross costs of 
this are passed on to consumers by energy retailers.  However, by cramming new generators with 
zero short-run supply costs into the market, the RET also drives down wholesale prices somewhat, 
partly offsetting its costs to many consumers.  Reducing the RET would certainly ease difficult 
conditions for other generators.  But there doesn’t seem to be much in it for most energy users.   

Energy is complex.  But simple principles can help.  Deal with the big stuff.  Don’t rely on silver 
bullets.  And keep a focus on real consumer outcomes.  If governments at all levels can get that right, 
energy users will at last see real relief. We can only hope.    

 


